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In this week’s recap: Confidence in Fed helps spark market rally.
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Weekly QuoteWeekly Quote

“Deep breaths are
very helpful at shallow

parties.”

~BARBARA WALTERS

The Week On Wall StreetThe Week On Wall Street

Stocks posted solid gains for the week, buoyed
by the release of Fed meeting minutes and
upbeat earnings from mid-size and discount
retailers.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average jumped
6.24%, while the Standard & Poor’s 500
advanced 6.58%. The Nasdaq Composite index
gained 6.84% for the week. The MSCI EAFE
index, which tracks developed overseas stock
markets, rose 2.09%.1,2,3

A Good WeekA Good Week

The stock market staged a broad rally last
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Weekly TipWeekly Tip

A strategy is better
than an assumption

when it comes to
couples and money.
Discuss your financial
goals together and

stick to the approach
you make to pursue

them.

WeeklyWeekly
RiddleRiddle

There are 2 nouns in
the English language
that become men’s

names when you
capitalize them – and
when you capitalize
them, you alter their

pronunciation. Name
either or both of these
2 nouns, both of which

end in ‘b’.

LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE:LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE:
Two trains are crossing
America from coast to
coast, traveling over
3,000 miles of track.
The Gentle Zephyr is

going west at 70mph;
the Western Wind is

headed east at
80mph. So which train

will be closer to the
east coast when they
roll by each other in

Kansas?

ANSWER: ANSWER: Neither.
When the trains meet,

they will be at the
same point - therefore

the same distance
from the east coast.

week, ignited by the release of minutes from
the May’s Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) meeting. The meeting notes eased
concerns that the Fed might pursue a more
aggressive monetary tightening stance than
the Street had anticipated.

Investor sentiment rose owing to solid earnings
and encouraging guidance from several mid-
size and discount retailers, which eased
concerns about the health of the American
consumer. A smaller rise in the personal
consumption expenditures price index, the
Fed’s preferred measure of inflation, triggered
a strong rally on Friday. The powerful move
ended seven straight weeks of stock losses.4

FED MinutesFED Minutes

The minutes from May’s FOMC meeting were
released last week. They confirmed the
likelihood of at least two successive 50 basis
point interest rate hikes. The minutes also
indicated they might need to raise rates to a
level that acts to restrict economic growth,
something that Fed Chair Jerome Powell
acknowledged might be a painful process.5

Not all Fed members are fully committed to the
more aggressive rate hikes. Last week, Atlanta
Fed president Raphael Bostic wrote that a
pause in rate increases in September might be
appropriate. He joined other members in
suggesting that economic conditions may
warrant reconsideration of additional rate hikes
beyond those already signaled by Powell.6

The Week Ahead: Key EconomicThe Week Ahead: Key Economic
DataData

Tuesday: Tuesday: Consumer Confidence.

Wednesday:Wednesday: Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) Manufacturing Index. Jobs Openings and
Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS).

Thursday:Thursday: Automated Data Processing (ADP)
Employment Report. Jobless Claims. Factory



Orders.

Friday:Friday: Employment Situation. Institute for
Supply Management (ISM) Services Index.

Source: Econoday, May 27, 2022

The Econoday economic calendar lists upcoming U.S.
economic data releases (including key economic indicators),
Federal Reserve policy meetings, and speaking engagements
of Federal Reserve officials. The content is developed from
sources believed to be providing accurate information. The
forecasts or forward-looking statements are based on
assumptions and may not materialize. The forecasts also are
subject to revision.

The Week Ahead: Companies ReportingThe Week Ahead: Companies Reporting
EarningsEarnings

Tuesday:Tuesday: Salesforce, Inc. (CRM), HP, Inc. (HPQ).

Wednesday:Wednesday: MongoDB, Inc. (MDB).

Thursday:Thursday: Broadcom, Inc. (AVGO), Hormel
Foods Corporation (HRL), DocuSign (DOCU),
CrowdStrike (CRWD).

Source: Zacks, May 27, 2022

Companies mentioned are for informational purposes only. It
should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or sale
of the securities. Investing involves risks, and investment
decisions should be based on your own goals, time horizon, and
tolerance for risk. The return and principal value of investments
will fluctuate as market conditions change. When sold,
investments may be worth more or less than their original cost.
Companies may reschedule when they report earnings without
notice.



15 Fantastic Colorado Concert Venues (Excluding Red Rocks) 15 Fantastic Colorado Concert Venues (Excluding Red Rocks) 

There’s no getting around the fact that Red Rocks is the most iconic music



venue not just in Colorado, but potentially the world. People travel far and
wide to catch outdoor shows at the Morrison, Colorado venue, a natural
geological wonder that many music fans inaccurately believe produces
ideal acoustic conditions for concerts (it’s simply not true, folks. Look it up).

But while Red Rocks has dominated Colorado’s music reputation since it
started hosting concerts back in 1941 and will probably continue doing so
until the end of time, there are plenty of other incredible venues around the
state that are worth getting excited about. From a gritty, PBR-soaked punk
mainstay to an intimate mountain club that showcases massive artists in
front of small audiences, here are 15 fantastic 100% non-Red Rocks
Colorado music venues you should consider catching shows at.

Check It Out Here

11 Reasons To Wear11 Reasons To Wear
SunscreenSunscreen

The benefits of sunscreen go beyond protecting your skin from the sun.
Summer means it is time to run to the store to purchase sunscreen lotion.
However, the truth is, we should apply sunscreen every day of the year. It
does not matter whether it is summer or winter; you must protect your skin
from sun exposure. SPF helps do this. Sunscreen may not be noticeable at
first, but it will pay off long-term. This article discusses the sunscreen benefits,
how to use them for maximum benefits, and how often you should apply.
Take a look.

Check It Out Here

https://www.uncovercolorado.com/public-parks/red-rocks-park-amphitheatre/
https://www.uncovercolorado.com/best-concert-venues-in-colorado/
https://www.stylecraze.com/articles/sunscreen-why-use/




This material was prepared by MarketingPro, Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views of the
presenting party, nor their affiliates. The information herein has been derived from sources believed to be
accurate. Please note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Investments will fluctuate and when redeemed may be worth more or less than when originally invested.
This information should not be construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the
purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. This is neither a solicitation nor recommendation to purchase or
sell any investment or insurance product or service, and should not be relied upon as such.
All market indices discussed are unmanaged and are not illustrative of any particular investment. Indices do
not incur management fees, costs and expenses, and cannot be invested into directly. All economic and
performance data is historical and not indicative of future results. Additional risks are associated with
international investing, such as currency fluctuations, political and economic instability and differences in
accounting standards. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in
time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results.
MarketingPro, Inc. is not affiliated with any person or firm that may be providing this information to you. The
publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional services. If assistance is needed,
the reader is advised to engage the services of a competent professional.
Copyright 2022 FMG Suite.
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 Shawn Dunnigan is a Registered Representative with, and securities are offered through LPL Financial, Shawn Dunnigan is a Registered Representative with, and securities are offered through LPL Financial,
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seek independent advice from a tax professional based on his or her individual circumstances.seek independent advice from a tax professional based on his or her individual circumstances.

These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly availableThese materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available

information from sources believed to be reliable-we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of theseinformation from sources believed to be reliable-we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these
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